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numbers.1 Let A = (Ai,j ) be an m × m symmetric matrix
with entries Ai,j ∈ C, we deﬁne


ZA (G) =
Aξ(u),ξ(v)
(1)

Abstract—The complexity of graph homomorphisms has
been a subject of intense study [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8]. The partition function ZA (·) of graph homomorphism is
deﬁned by a symmetric matrix A over C. We prove that the
complexity dichotomy of [7] extends to bounded degree graphs.
More precisely, we prove that either G → ZA (G) is computable
in polynomial-time for every G, or for some Δ > 0 it is #Phard over (simple) graphs G with maximum degree Δ(G) ≤ Δ.
The tractability criterion on A for this dichotomy is explicit,
and can be decided in polynomial-time in the size of A. We
also show that the dichotomy is effective in that either a Ptime algorithm for, or a reduction from #SAT to, ZA (·) can be
constructed from A, in the respective cases.

ξ:V →[m] (u,v)∈E

for every undirected graph G = (V, E).
The complexity of the partition function ZA (·) has been
shown to obey a dichotomy: Depending on A, the computation G → ZA (G) is either in polynomial time or #Phard. This has been proved for progressively more general
matrices A: In [1], [2], Dyer and Greenhill ﬁrst proved
this complexity dichotomy for symmetric {0, 1}-matrices
A. In this case, ZA (G) counts the number of graph homomorphisms without weight. Bulatov and Grohe [3], [4], [5]
proved this for ZA (·) where A is any nonnegative symmetric
matrix. This was extended by Goldberg, Grohe, Jerrum and
Thurley [19] to all real symmetric matrices. Finally, Cai,
Chen and Lu [7] generalized this to all complex symmetric
matrices. Every subsequent complexity dichotomy subsumes
the previous one as a special case. In each case, an explicit
tractability criterion on A is given such that if A satisﬁes
the criterion then ZA (·) is computable in P-time, otherwise
it is #P-hard.
In [1] Dyer and Greenhill established a stronger fact: if
a {0, 1}-matrix A fails the tractability condition then ZA (·)
is #P-complete even when restricted to bounded degree
graphs. We note that the complexity of GH for bounded
degree graphs is particularly interesting as much work has
been done on the approximate complexity of GH focusing
on bounded degree graphs and approximate algorithms are
achieved for them [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28]. Beyond the 0-1 case, Govorov, Cai and Dyer [8] proved
that the #P-hardness part of the Bulatov-Grohe dichotomy
for nonnegative weights holds for bounded degree graphs.
The tractability criterion in the nonnegative case is blockrank-1, which is relatively simple but not applicable in
the complex case. The tractability criterion in the complex
case (or even in the real case with mixed signs) is a lot
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Given two graphs G and H, a graph homomorphism (GH)
from G to H is a map f from the vertex set V (G) to V (H)
such that, whenever (u, v) is an edge in G, (f (u), f (v))
is an edge in H [9], [10]. In 1967, Lovász [9] proved
that H and H  are isomorphic iff for all G, the number
of homomorphisms from G to H and from G to H  are
the same. More generally, one considers weighted graphs H
where every edge of H is given a weight, represented by a
symmetric matrix A, and the partition function ZA (G) in
(1) is deﬁned [11]. The number of homomorphisms from G
to H is the special case where all edges of H have weight
1, and A is the 0-1 adjacency matrix of H. This partition
function ZA (G) provides an elegant framework to express a
wide variety of graph properties. These partition functions
are also widely studied in statistical physics representing
spin systems [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].
We recap the standard deﬁnition. Our graphs G and H are
undirected (unless otherwise speciﬁed). G is allowed to have
multiple edges but no loops; it is simple if it has neither. H
can have loops, multiple edges, and more generally, edge
weights. We allow edge weights to be arbitrary complex
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1 To be computable in the strict Turing model, they are algebraic
complex numbers.
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without which the proof in [7] cannot continue. Unfortunately, the proof of this equivalence does not work for
bounded degree graphs. We also remark that the method
in [8] extending the Bulatov-Grohe dichotomy for nonnegative weights to bounded degree graphs also does not work
here. However, we adapt a construction from [8] in this
paper.
In addition to this crucial construction, the main idea
in this paper is algebraic instead. We will introduce a
new notion called multiplicative-block-rank-1, and a related
notion called modular-block-rank-1. These are weaker notions than the block-rank-1 condition that was widely used
in all previous dichotomies. We establish a fundamental
implication that if a complex matrix A is not multiplicativeblock-rank-1, then ZA (·) is #P-hard for bounded degree
graphs.
We estabslish an important technical fact about the long
proof in [7]. In every stage either we prove the matrix A
must satisfy some additional conditions, or we actually get
an explicit construction of a graph fragment which deﬁnes
a matrix that is non-multiplicative-block-rank-1. Then we
show that in each case, this property of non-multiplicativeblock-rank-1 can be transferred from any subsequent stage
to the previous stage. Here is a high-level outline of our
proof:
For the puriﬁcation step we cannot simply substitute A
by its puriﬁed form and move to the next stage. Instead we
will keep both A and its puriﬁed form A, and pass both
to subsequent stages. It is only with respect to the puriﬁed
form A we can use combinatorial gadget constructions to
conclude that the matrix has desirable properties. However,
with a purely algebraic argument we nevertheless “transfer”
these conclusions to the unpuriﬁed A. These algebraic arguments are in terms of properties of polynomials, exponential
polynomials, and properties of ﬁnitely generated subﬁelds
of C. Ultimately most of the algebraic arguments rely on
a simple algebraic fact which we call the Vandermonde
Argument. Then we show in each step how to “transfer”
the property of non-multiplicative-block-rank-1 of a later
stage to the previous stage. This task is accomplished by
three meta-arguments, (Meta1 ), (Meta2 ) and (Meta3 ). These
formulate our transfer procedure.
For the dichotomy of Goldberg et al. [6] for real symmetric matrices A, it is proved in [8] that its #P-hardness
part can be made to hold for simple graphs. This uses
interpolation with stretchings. For the dichotomy in [7] and
our Theorem 1 over complex symmetric matrices A, this
trick does not work. While real symmetric matrices can
always be diagonalized, for complex symmetric matrices this
is not true, and more importantly, the Jordan normal form
may contain nontrivial nilpotent blocks, i.e., blocks of size
greater than one and corresponding to eigenvalue 0.
In this paper, we overcome this difﬁculty by not proving
a reduction from the case of bounded degree graphs to the

more involved. This is due to the presence of cancellation
which leads to additional tractable cases. In this paper we
ﬁnally extend the full complexity dichotomy for complex
weights [7] to the bounded degree case.
Theorem 1. Let A be a symmetric and algebraic complex
matrix. Then either G → ZA (G) can be computed in
polynomial time on arbitrary graphs G, or for some Δ > 0
depending on A, it is #P-hard on graphs G of maximum
degree at most Δ.
The dichotomy criterion on A is the same as in [7]. This
complexity dichotomy has an explicit form, and given A, it
is decidable in polynomial time (in the size of A) whether A
satisﬁes the criterion. However, there is a more demanding
sense in which the dichotomy of [7] is not constructive.
When A satisﬁes the criterion, then an explicit polynomialtime algorithm for G → ZA (G) is given; but when A does
not satisfy the criterion, it is only proved that a polynomial
time reduction from #SAT to ZA (·) exists and not given
constructively. In this paper we remedy this situation and
prove that the dichotomy in Theorem 1 can be made fully
constructive.
By the standard deﬁnition of GH, the input graph G can
have multiple edges (but no loops). Our P-time algorithm
for G → ZA (G) in the tractable case of Theorem 1 works
for graphs with multiple edges and loops. More importantly,
we prove that in the #P-hard case, we may restrict to simple
graphs G (i.e., no multiple edges and no loops) in addition
to being of bounded degree.
Theorem 2. The complexity dichotomy criterion in Theorem 1 is P-time decidable in the size of A. If A satisﬁes the
criterion, then G → ZA (G) is computable in P-time by an
explicit algorithm for any G (allowing multiple edges and
loops). Otherwise, ZA (G) is #P-hard for bounded degree
simple graphs G, and a P-time reduction from #SAT to ZA (·)
can be constructed from A.
The proof in [7] does not work for bounded degree graphs
G. The main structure of the proof in [7] is a long sequence
of successively stringent conditions which a matrix A must
satisfy, or else it is proved that ZA (·) is #P-hard. This
process continues until the conditions on A imply that ZA (·)
is computable in polynomial time. In each stage, assuming
A satisﬁes the condition of that stage, the matrix A (or
another matrix A which has a better form, but ZA (·) is
equivalent to ZA (·) in complexity) is passed on to the next
stage. The condition often gives some structural information
that allows for a better representation of A, which is not
available otherwise.
However, close to the beginning of [7] there is an
equivalence of ZA (·) to another counting problem called
COUNT(A). This equivalence allows us to substitute A
with a “puriﬁed” matrix A which deﬁnes an “equivalent”
problem ZA (·), but A has desirable structural properties
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case of bounded degree and simple graphs. Instead we use
a transfer argument of the property of non-multiplicativeblock-rank-1 constructions. In order to prove it, we will
heavily make use of the results from [29].

Clearly, being block-rank-1 =⇒ mult-brk-1 =⇒ mod-brk1 =⇒ rectangular. We will often use the implication: every
non-mod-brk-1 matrix is non-mult-brk-1.
Deﬁnition 6. Let A = {a1 , . . . , an } be a set of n nonzero
algebraic numbers for some n ≥ 1. We say {g1 , . . . , gd } for
some d ≥ 0 is a generating set of A if
1) every gi is a nonzero algebraic number in Q(A ); and
2) for every a ∈ A , there exists a unique tuple
(k1 , . . . , kd ) ∈ Zd such that

II. P RELIMINARIES
For a symmetric matrix A ∈ Cn×n , we use H = HA =
(V, E) to denote the undirected graph: V = [n] and ij ∈
E iff Ai,j = 0. We say A is bipartite if H is bipartite;
otherwise, A is non-bipartite.
 We say C is the bipartization

.
of a matrix F if C = F0T F
0
Let A ∈ Cm×m be a symmetric matrix and D =
m×m
. The
{D[[i]] }∞
i=0 a sequence of diagonal matrices in C
problem EVAL(A, D) is: Given an undirected graph G =
(V, E), compute
  [[deg(w)]] 
Dξ(w)
Aξ(u),ξ(v) . (2)
ZA,D (G) =
ξ:V →[m] w∈V

a/(g1k1 · · · gdkd ) is a root of unity.
Lemma 7. Every set A of nonzero algebraic numbers has
a generating set.
The puriﬁcation matrix A of A is constructed by taking
A to be the non-zero entries of A, replacing each entry of
A of the form a = ξg1k1 · · · gdkd by ξpk11 · · · pkdd , where ξ is a
root of unity and pi is the ith smallest prime. The following
lemma only applies to unbounded degree graphs.

(u,v)∈E

The problem EVAL(A) is the special case where every
D[[i]] = Im . EVAL(Δ) (A) denotes this problem when
restricted to graphs G with maximum degree Δ(G) ≤ Δ.
In this paper, a crucial object is an edge gadget. An edge
gadget Γ is simply a graph (V, E) with two distinguished
(ordered) vertices u∗ , v ∗ ∈ V .

Lemma 8. EVAL(A) ≡ EVAL(A). If A ∈ Cm×m is not
mult-brk-1, then EVAL(A) is #P-hard.
The following simple lemma underlies a lot of our algebraic reasonings in this paper. There are several other similar
statements in the full paper; we call these the Vandermonde
Argument.

Deﬁnition 3. Let A ∈ Cm×m be a symmetric matrix
and let Γ = (V, E) be an edge gadget with distinguished
vertices u∗ , v ∗ (in this order). The edge weight matrix
MΓ,A ∈ Cm×m , or signature, of Γ in the framework
EVAL(A) is deﬁned to be, for i, j ∈ [m],

wtΓ,A (ξ)
MΓ,A (i, j) =

=
Let m
≥
0, g(x1 , . . . , xm )
m i
ai1 ,...,im j=1 xjj ∈ C[x1 , . . . , xm ] and
λ1 , . . . , λm ∈ C. If g(λk1 , . . . , λkm ) = 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ |I|,
then g(λ1 , . . . , λm ) = 0.

Lemma


ξ : V →[m]
ξ(u∗ )=i, ξ(v ∗ )=j

where

wtΓ,A (ξ) =



Corollary 10. Let m ≥ 0, gi (x1 , . . . , xm ) ∈
C[x
n 1 , . . . , xm ] where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let g(x1 , . . . , xm ) =
∈ C. Assume
i=1 gi (x1 , . . . , xm ). Let λ1 , . . . , λm
gi (λ1 , . . . , λm ) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then for some
1 ≤ k ≤ |I|, here |I| is the number of terms in g, we have
gi (λk1 , . . . , λkm ) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Aξ(u),ξ(v) .

(u,v)∈E

We say a matrix A ∈ Cm×n is rectangular if its rows and
columns can be permuted (separately) so that it becomes a
block-diagonal matrix where each block is a matrix with no
zero elements, with possibly one block being an all-0 matrix.
(For a symmetric A the permutations are the same for rows
and columns.) We say A is block-rank-1 if A is rectangular
and every (nonzero) block of A has rank one.

Lemma 11. Let m ≥ 0, b1 , . . . , bm ∈ C, let {g1 , . . . , gd },
where d ≥ 0, be a generating set for the set of nonzero
entries of (b1 , . . . , bm ), and let (c1 , . . . , cm ) be the puriﬁcation of (b1 , . . . , bm ) obtained by going from (g1 , . . . , gd ) to
d smallest primes (p1 , . . . , pd ). Let

Theorem 4 (Bulatov and Grohe [3]). Let A be a symmetric
matrix with nonnegative entries. Then EVAL(A) is in polynomial time if A is block-rank-1, and is #P-hard otherwise.
k

The Hadamard power A
the kth power entrywise.

is the matrix

(Aki,j ),

9.

(i1 ,...,im )∈I

f (x1 , . . . , xm ) =



ai1 ,...,im

(i1 ,...,im )∈I

taking

m


i

xjj ∈ C[x1 , . . . , xm ].

j=1

If f (c1 , . . . , cm ) = 0, then f (b1 , . . . , bm ) = 0 for some
1 ≤  ≤ |I|.

Deﬁnition 5. We say A ∈ Cm×n is multiplicative-blockrank-1 (mult-brk-1) if there exists a k ≥ 1 such that Ak is
block-rank-1. It is modular-block-rank-1 (mod-brk-1) if the
matrix (|Ai,j |)m,n
i,j=1 obtained from A by taking the complex
norm entrywise is block-rank-1.

III. A H IGH -L EVEL D ESCRIPTION OF THE P ROOF OF
T HEOREM 1
The ﬁrst preliminary step in the proof of the dichotomy
theorem in [7] is to reduce the problem to connected
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have such a gadget whose signature matrix is not mult-brk1, then we can get such a gadget in the initial setting, and
then invoke the extension to Theorem 14.
To carry out this plan, we must separate out the cases
where A is bipartite or nonbipartite. For a (nonzero) symmetric, connected and nonbipartite A, it is mult-brk-1 iff
it has the form A = (Ai,j ζi,j ) where A = (Ai,j ) is
symmetric, has no zero entries and has rank 1, and ζi,j
are roots of unity. For a (nonzero) symmetric, connected
and bipartite A, it is mult-brk-1 iff it is the bipartization

ζi,j ), where
of a rectangular matrix B of the form (Bi,j


B = (Bi,j ) has no zero entries and has rank 1, and ζi,j are
roots of unity. Below we focus on describing the bipartite
case; similar statements hold for nonbipartite matrices A.
In the bipartite
case, if A is mult-brk-1, it has the form

,
and
B has the form
A = B0T B
0

components. This uses the so-called ﬁrst pinning lemma. But
the proof for this lemma is non-constructive. Instead we use
another technique that is based on transforming gadgets.
An important theorem in this paper is Theorem 14 which
shows that if a complex symmetric matrix A is not multbrk-1 then EVAL(A) remains #P-hard even restricted to
bounded degree graphs. Indeed, extending Theorem 14 we
can show that if we have an edge gadget Γ with a signature matrix MΓ,A that is not mult-brk-1, then for some
Δ > 0, the problem EVAL(Δ) (A) is #P-hard. Using this
gadget-based approach, we prove that if A has connected
components {Ai }i∈[s] , then
1) Either EVAL(Ai ) is polynomial-time computable for
every i, and this implies that EVAL(A) is also
polynomial-time computable;
2) Or for some i ∈ [s], we have an edge gadget Γ such
that MΓ,Ai is not mult-brk-1, from which we can get
an edge gadget Γ such that MΓ ,A is not mult-brk-1,
and therefore we get #P-hardness for EVAL(Δ) (A), for
some Δ > 0.

⎛
⎜
B=⎜
⎜
⎝

After this preliminary step, we restrict to connected and
symmetric A. Our tractable cases are the same as in [7] and
so our description will focus on how to prove #P-hardness
for bounded degree graphs. As in [7] the difﬁculty starts
with gadget constructions. With a graph gadget, one can
take any input undirected graph G and produce a modiﬁed
graph G∗ by replacing each edge of G with the gadget.
Moreover, one can deﬁne a suitable modiﬁed matrix A∗
from the given matrix A and the gadget such that ZA∗ (G) =
ZA (G∗ ), for all undirected graphs G. This gives a reduction
from EVAL(A∗ ) to EVAL(A). If the gadget has bounded
degree k, it also gives a reduction from EVAL(Δ) (A∗ ) to
EVAL(kΔ) (A) for any Δ ≥ 0. If the gadget were to produce
nonnegative matrices A∗ , then one could apply Theorem 4
and its extension to bounded degree graphs [8] to A∗ .
However, for complex matrices A, any graph gadget will
only produce a matrix A∗ whose entries are polynomials
of the entries of A, as they are obtained by arithmetic
operations + and ×. But no nonconstant polynomials on
C are non-negative valued. Pointedly, conjugation is not an
arithmetic operation. However, it is clear that for roots of
unity, one can produce conjugation by multiplication.
Thus, as in [7] we wish to replace our matrix A by its
puriﬁcation matrix. It is here the proof in [7] fundamentally
does not go through for bounded degree graphs. An essential
observation of this paper is that, in each of the steps in the
proof of [7] we in fact can prove the following: Either the
matrix A satisﬁes some additional conditions, or we can
produce an edge gadget Γ such that MΓ,A is not mult-brk-1.
We state three meta-arguments (Meta1 ), (Meta2 ) and (Meta3 )
to formalize this ability to transfer such gadgets from one
step of the proof to a previous step. Thus in the last step
(when A does not satisfy all the tractability conditions) we

⎞⎛

μ1
μ2

ζ1,1 ζ1,2
⎟⎜ ζ2,1 ζ2,2
⎟⎜
⎟⎜ .
..
.
⎠⎝ .
.
.
.
.
ζ
ζ
k,1
k,2
μk

...
...
..
.
...

⎞⎛
⎞
ν1
ζ1,m−k
ν2
⎜
⎟
ζ2,m−k ⎟
⎟⎜
⎟
⎟⎜
⎟,
..
.
⎠⎝
⎠
.
.
.
ζk,m−k
νm−k

for some 1 ≤ k < m, in which μi , νj are nonzero, and every
ζi,j is a root of unity. We prove that, for every (nonzero)
symmetric, connected, and bipartite matrix A ∈ Cm×m , either we can already prove the #P-hardness of EVAL(Δ) (A)
for some Δ > 0, or we may assume A has the above form.
In the latter case we pass both A and its puriﬁcation A to
the next step.
Continuing now with A and A, the next step is to
further regularize its entries. In particular we need to combine those rows and columns of the matrix where they
are essentially the same, apart from a multiple of a root
of unity. This process is called cyclotomic reduction. To
carry out this process, we need to use the more general
EVAL problem EVAL(C, D) deﬁned in the full paper, where
D = {D[0] , D[1] , . . . , D[N −1] } speciﬁes a set of vertex
weights that are degree dependent mod N , for some N ≥ 1.
Matrices of the following type are called discrete unitary
matrices:
Deﬁnition 12. Let F ∈ Cm×m be a (not necessarily
symmetric) matrix with entries (Fi,j ). We call F an M discrete unitary matrix, for some positive integer M , if it
satisﬁes the following conditions:
1) Every entry Fi,j of F is a root of unity, and F1,i =
Fi,1 = 1 for all i ∈ [m].
2) M is the least common multiple (lcm) of orders of all
the entries Fi,j of F.
3) For all i = j ∈ [m], we have orthogonality over C:
Fi,∗ , Fj,∗ = 0 and F∗,i , F∗,j = 0.
Some of the simplest examples of discrete unitary matri-
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ces are as follows:

⎛
1
⎝1
1

⎛
1
1
1


1
−1
1
1
⎜1
, ⎝
1 −1
1
1 −1
1 −1 −1
⎛
1
1
1
⎞
⎜1
ζ
ζ −1
1
1
⎜
2
−2
ω ω2 ⎠ , ⎜
⎜1 ζ−1 ζ
2
⎝
1 ζ
ω
ω
ζ
1 ζ −2 ζ 2

⎞

1
−1⎟
,
−1⎠
1
⎞
1
1
2
−2 ⎟
ζ
ζ ⎟
ζ −1
ζ ⎟
⎟,
ζ −2 ζ 2 ⎠
ζ
ζ −1

where ω = e2πi/3 and ζ = e2πi/5 . Tensor products of
discrete unitary matrices are also discrete unitary matrices.
Coming back to the proof outline, we show that either there exists an edge gadget Γ such that MΓ,A is
not mult-brk-1 (which implies that EVAL(Δ) (A) is #Phard for some Δ > 0) or EVAL(Δ) (A) is equivalent
to some EVAL(Δ) (C, D), and the pair (C, D) satisﬁes
some stringent conditions. In fact one can show that either
EVAL(Δ) (A) is #P-hard for some Δ > 0, or the pair (C, D)
has a tensor product form, and the problem EVAL(C, D)
(and also for bounded degree graphs) can be expressed as
a product of an outer problem EVAL(C , K) and an inner
problem EVAL(C , L), where EVAL(C , K) is tractable.
Thus we will focus on the inner problem EVAL(C , L),
and we rename (C, D) as the pair (C , L). We show that
C is the bipartization of a discrete unitary matrix F. In
addition, there are further stringent requirements for D.
Roughly speaking, the ﬁrst matrix D[0] in D must be the
identity matrix; and for any matrix D[r] in D, each entry
of D[r] is either zero or a root of unity. We call these
conditions the discrete unitary requirements. The proof for
these requirements in [7] is demanding and among the
most difﬁcult in that paper; but here we will use the metaarguments (Meta2 ) and (Meta3 ) to observe that essentially
the same proof can be cast in terms of transforming nonmult-brk-1 gadgets from one setting to another.
Now we assume the the pair (C, D) satisﬁes the discrete
unitary requirements with C being the bipartization of F.
Let q > 1 be a prime power, and let ωq = e2πi/q .
Deﬁnition 13. The q-Fourier matrix F q is a q × q matrix
with (x, y)th entry ωqxy , x, y ∈ [0 : q − 1].
We show that, either there exists an edge gadget Γ such
that MΓ,C,D is not mod-brk-1 (which implies that it is
not mult-brk-1 either), or after a permutation of rows and
columns, F becomes the tensor product of a collection of
suitable Fourier matrices:
F q1 ⊗ F q2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F qd ,
where d ≥ 1 and every qi is a prime power. Basically, we
show that even with the stringent conditions imposed on the
pair (C, D) by the discrete unitary requirements, we still get
#P-hardness for EVAL(Δ) (C, D), for some Δ > 0, unless

F is the tensor product of Fourier matrices. On the other
hand, the tensor product decomposition into Fourier matrices
ﬁnally gives us a canonical way of writing the entries of F in
a closed form. More exactly, we index the rows and columns
of F using x = (x1 , . . . , xd ) ∈ Zq1 × · · · × Zqd so that

ωqxii yi ,
for any x, y ∈ Zq1 × · · · × Zqd .
Fx,y =
i∈[d]

Assume q1 , . . . , qd are powers of s ≤ d distinct primes
p1 , . . . , ps . We can also lump together all prime powers
of the same prime pi , and view the set of indices as
Zq1 × · · · × Zqd = G1 × · · · × Gs , where Gi is the ﬁnite
Abelian group which is the direct product of all groups Zqj
in the list with qj being a power of pi .
This canonical tensor product decomposition of F gives
a natural way to index the rows and columns of C and the
diagonal matrices in D. More exactly, for x ∈ Zq1 × · · · ×
Zqd , we index the ﬁrst half of the rows and columns of C
and every D[r] in D using (0, x), and index the second half
of the rows and columns using (1, x).
With this canonical expression of F and C, we further
inquire into the structure of D. There are two more properties that we must demand of those diagonal matrices in
D. If D does not satisfy these additional properties, then
EVAL(Δ) (C, D) is #P-hard for some Δ > 0.
First, for each r, we deﬁne Λr and Δr to be the support
of D[r] , where Λr refers to the ﬁrst half of the entries and
Δr refers to the second half of the entries (here we use Di
to denote the (i, i)th entry of a diagonal matrix D):


[r]
[r]
Λr = x : D(0,x) = 0
and Δr = x : D(1,x) = 0 .
We let S denote the set of subscripts r such that Λr = ∅
and T denote the set of r such that Δr = ∅. We can prove
that for each r ∈ S, thesupport set Λr must be a direct
s
product of cosets, Λr = i=1 Λr,i , where Λr,i are cosets in
the Abelian groups Gi , i = 1, . . . , s, corresponding to the
constituent
s prime powers of the group; and for each r ∈ T ,
Δr = i=1 Δr,i is a direct product of cosets in the same
Abelian groups. Otherwise, EVAL(Δ) (C, D) is #P-hard for
some Δ > 0; more precisely, there is an edge gadget Γ such
that MΓ,C,D is not mod-brk-1.
Second, we show that for each r ∈ S (and each r ∈ T
respectively), D[r] on its support Λr (and Δr respectively),
possesses a quadratic structure. The quadratic structure is
expressed as a set of exponential difference equations over
bases which are appropriate roots of unity of orders equal
to various prime powers. We apply the meta-arguments to
prove these by transforming non-mult-brk-1 gadgets from
one setting to another.
After all these necessary conditions, we ﬁnally show
that, if C and D satisfy all these requirements, there is
a polynomial-time algorithm for EVAL(C, D) and thus,
EVAL(A) is also in polynomial time. The tractability part
of the proof is almost identical to that of [7].
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IV. N ON - MULT- BRK -1 I MPLIES B OUNDED D EGREE
H ARDNESS

F4

We give a proof sketch of Theorem 14 in this section.
Theorem 14. Let A ∈ Cm×m be a symmetric matrix. If
A is not mult-brk-1, then for some Δ > 0, the problem
EVAL(Δ) (A) is #P-hard.
F5

In fact, Theorem 14 extends to any edge gadget Γ: If
MΓ,A is not mult-brk-1 or not mod-brk-1, then for some
Δ > 0, the problem EVAL(Δ) (A) is #P-hard.
By combining pairwise dependent rows and columns of
A, we can deﬁne a symmetric matrix A ∈ Cs×s and a set of
diagonal matrices D such that ZA (G) = ZA ,D (G), where
A is a principal submatrix of A with pairwise independent
[[k]]
a
rows and columns, and D = {D[[k]] }∞
k=0 with each D
[[k]]
=
diagonal
matrix
with
diagonal
entries
of
the
form
D
i
m i k
j=1 μij for k ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ s. If A is not mult-brk-1
then neither is A . Note that in (2) for ZA ,D (G), the vertex
weight D[[deg(w)]] depends on the degree of w; this will be
a major difﬁculty when we “redistribute” vertex weights.
Since this holds for all G, we have EVAL(Δ) (A) ≡
EVAL(Δ) (A , D) for any Δ ≥ 0.
The graphs Gn,p, : We deﬁne a gadget Rd,n,p, to
replace every vertex v of G with degree d = deg(v). The
gadget has d external vertices with dangling edges, and has
three parameters n, p,  ≥ 1. Each external vertex has a
dangling edge connected to a neighbor in G, and then this
connection is thickened  + 1 times. The resulting graph is
Gn,p, . Within Rd,n,p, itself it has a cycle of d copies of
another gadget Pn,p, , where n is a stretching parameter, p
and  are two thickening parameters. In Figure 2 we show an
example, a pentagon-like R5,3,4,3 . Each of the d = 5 sides
of R5,3,4,3 is a copy of P3,4,3 which is a chain of n = 3
subgadgets. Each subgadget consists of p = 4 parallel copies
of the gadget depicted in Figure 1 ( = 3 with amalgamated
end vertices u and v).
We will pick p and  ≥ 1 depending only on A
(independent of G), and let n be polynomially bounded by
the size of G. Let B = (A D[[+1]] (A ) )p . We will pick
p,  ≥ 1 so that B is nondegenerate, and all diagonal entries
in D[[p(+1)]] and D[[(p+1)(+1)]] are nonzero. We note that
A D[[+1]] (A ) is the signature matrix of the gadget in
Figure 1.

u

w

Figure 2.

The gadget R5,3,4,3 .

s×s
Picking p and then picking : Let H ∈ C
mi be a diagonal matrix with the ith diagonal entry Hi = j=1 μij μij >
0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. So H is positive diagonal. By an algebraic
lemma, we can ﬁx some p ≥ 1such that (A HA )p is
mi
p
p
> 0 and
nondegenerate. Also, we have
j=1 μij (μij )
mi p+1
p+1
> 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Consider the
j=1 μij (μij )
following inﬁnite sequence of systems of conditions indexed
by  ≥ 1. Note that they would be satisﬁed if we formally
replaced conjugation μij and A in the above by the th
powers of the respective quantities:



⎧
⎪
det (A D[[+1]] (A ) )p = 0,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
mi
⎪

⎪
⎨
μp+p
= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
ij
j=1
⎪
⎪
⎪
mi
⎪

⎪
(p+1)+(p+1)
⎪
⎪
μij
= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
⎪
⎩

(3)

j=1

We use the Vandermonde Argument, Corollary 10, from
Section II to pick an  ≥ 1 such that each condition in
the system (3) indexed by  is satisﬁed. We now ﬁx such
an  ≥ 1. From (3) we get that B is nondegenerate and all
diagonal entries in D[[p+p]] and D[[p+1+(p+1)]] are nonzero,
so D[[p+p]] and D[[p+1+(p+1)]] are nondegenerate as well.
Interpolation using L(n) : The edge gadget Pn,p, has
the edge weight matrix

v


Figure 1.

F2

F1

1
2
..
.
−1

F3

L(n) = BD[[p+p]] B .
. . BD[[p+p]] B = B(D[[p+p]] B)n−1
D[[p+p]] appears n−1 ≥ 0 times

Pn,p, is an n-chain of p-parellel copies of this gadget.
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(4)

which rewrites as
[[p+p]] −1/2

((D

B(D

[[p+p]] 1/2

)

[[p+p]] 1/2 n

)

) (D

[[p+p]] −1/2

.
(5)
In Gn,p, , all the vertices that are external vertices of various
Rd,n,p, have degree (p+1)(+1) each. Their contributions
to ZA ,D (Gn,p, ) are not included in L(n) .
 = (D[[p+p]] )1/2 B(D[[p+p]] )1/2 . Write the Jordan
Let B
 n = S−1 Jn S,
 as B
 = S−1 JS. Then B
normal form of B
so the edge weight matrix for Pn,p, becomes
(D

)

=
)

= (D

S

)

J S(D

[[p+p]] −1/2

)

Here C is an s × s matrix with the entries Ci,j =
(Ai,j )+1 wi wj where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s. Clearly, C is a
symmetric matrix. It follows that EVAL((A )(+1) , P) ≡
EVAL(C), without degree restrictions. We can show C is
not mult-brk-1 and EVAL(C) is #P-hard (for unbounded
degree graphs).
We have

=



(u,v)∈E(G)
deg(z)
wζ(z)

ζ:V (G)→[s] z∈V (G)

=





ζ:V (G)→[s] (u,v)∈E(G)



(+1)

(A )ζ(u),ζ(v)

(u,v)∈E(G)
(+1)

wζ(u) wζ(v) (A )ζ(u),ζ(v)

≤ EVAL((p+1)(+1)) (A , D) ≡ EVAL((p+1)(+1)) (A),

.

Note that L as a matrix is formally deﬁned for any n ≥ 0,
and L(0) = (D[[p+p]] )−1 . We denote by Z (G0,p, ) the value
of ZA ,D (Gn,p, ) when we replace L(0) for L(n) .
Using oracle calls to get ZA ,D (Gn,p, ) (n ≥ 1), we can
get Z (G0,p, ) by interpolation in polynomial time. This uses
the so-called exponential-polynomials (see the full paper).
Since L(0) is a diagonal matrix, any assignment with a
nonzero contribution to Z (G0,p, ) assigns equal value to
each external vertex in a gadget Rd,n,p, that corresponds
to a vertex v in G. One can imagine these Rd,n,p, have
been replaced by a cycle of d vertices, with each cycle
edge assigned L(0) ; but each external vertex still has  + 1
external edges, and the vertex weight is still according to
D[[p+1+(p+1)]] . Since each vertex on a cycle gets the same
value, we can contract each cycle to a single vertex. We then
arrive at the (+1)-thickening T+1 (G) of the original graph
G. For each edge e of G we can further collapse its ( + 1)thickening back by assigning to e the edge weight matrix
(A )(+1) . We still have to keep the vertex weight matrices
at each vertex of T+1 (G): if a vertex in T+1 (G) has degree
d(+1), then a vertex in G of degree d must keep the vertex
weight matrix (D[[p+1+(p+1)]] (D[[p+p]] )−1 )d . After this step
we arrive at the original graph G.
[[0]]
Let P = {P[[i]] }∞
= Is , and for
i=0 , where we let P
[[i]]
i
i > 0, we have Pj = wj , the ith power of wj =
mj p+1+(p+1) mj p+p
/ k=1 μjk = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ q (each
k=1 μjk
wj is well-deﬁned and is nonzero by (3)). The above shows
that we now can interpolate the value Z(A )(+1) ,P (G) =
Z (G0,p, ).
Having managed to express the vertex weight as dth
powers, for degree d vertices, we can “redistribute” the
vertex weight to the edge weight. For an arbitrary graph
G, Z(A )(+1) ,P (G) is



[[deg(z)]]
(+1)
Pζ(z)
(A )ζ(u),ζ(v)


Cζ(u),ζ(v) = ZC (G).

EVAL(C) ≡ EVAL((A )(+1) , P)

(n)

ζ:V (G)→[s] z∈V (G)



ζ:V (G)→[s] (u,v)∈E(G)

 n (D[[p+p]] )−1/2
L(n) = (D[[p+p]] )−1/2 B
[[p+p]] −1/2 −1 n



(6)

so that EVAL(Δ) (A) is #P-hard for Δ = (p + 1)( + 1).
V. N ON - MULTIPLICATIVE - BLOCK - RANK -1 FROM A TO A
Theorem 15. Let A ∈ Cm×m be a symmetric matrix, let
A ∈ Cm×m be the puriﬁcation of A by going from the
generating set (g1 , . . . , gd ) to primes (p1 , . . . , pd ), and let
Γ be an edge gadget. If MΓ,A is not mult-brk-1 (which is
true if MΓ,A is not mod-brk-1), then for some p ≥ 1, the
matrix MTp (Γ),A = MΓ,Ap is not mult-brk-1.
Proof: Let C = MΓ,A , and let Bn = MΓ,An for n ≥
1. Since C is not mult-brk-1, there exist 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ m
and 1 ≤ j1 < j2 ≤ m such that the 2 × 2 submatrix


Ci1 ,j1 Ci1 ,j2
Ci1 ,i2 ;j1 ,j2 =
Ci2 ,j1 Ci2 ,j2
contains at least three nonzero entries and for every n ≥ 1,
Cn
i1 ,i2 ;j1 ,j2 is nondegenerate, i.e.,
Cin1 ,j1 Cin2 ,j2 − Cin1 ,j2 Cin2 ,j1 = 0.

(7)

The multiplicative group of roots of unity in the ﬁeld
K = Q({Ai,j }m
i,j=1 ) is a ﬁnite cyclic group. Let R be (or
any positive multiple of) the order of this group. Next, let
I = {i1 , i2 } × {j1 , j2 } and for each (i, j) ∈ I, consider the
polynomial
pi,j (xi1 ,j1 , xi1 ,j2 , xi2 ,j1 , xi2 ,j2 )

R
R
R
=(
xi ,j  )(xR
i1 ,j1 xi2 ,j2 − xi1 ,j2 xi2 ,j1 ).


(8)



(i ,j )∈I
(i ,j  )=(i,j)

Since there are at least three nonzero entries in Ci1 ,i2 ;j1 ,j2
and by (7), for some (a, b) ∈ I,
pa,b (Ci1 ,j1 , Ci1 ,j2 , Ci2 ,j1 , Ci2 ,j2 ) = 0.

(9)

Let X = (Xk, )m
k,=1 be a symmetric matrix of indeterminates in which Xk, and X,k are identiﬁed (i.e., Xk, =
X,k ) for k,  ∈ [m]. Consider the matrix MΓ,X . While we
only deﬁned MΓ,X where the entries of X are complex
numbers, the deﬁnition extends to arbitrary commutative
rings. For the matrix MΓ,X , every edge in Γ is assigned the
matrix X, and therefore the entries of MΓ,X are complex
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polynomials in X. In other words, MΓ,X = (fi,j (X))m
i,j=1
for some fi,j (X) ∈ C[X], where i, j ∈ [m]. (Here we view
X = (Xk, )m
k,=1 as a list of entries.) More precisely, if
u∗ , v ∗ are the distinguished vertices of Γ (in this order),
then for each i, j ∈ [m], we can write


fi,j ((Xk, )m
k,=1 ) =
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